A graph G = (V; E) is called minimally (k; T )-edge-connected with respect to some T ⊆ V if there exist k-edge-disjoint paths between every pair u; v ∈ T but this property fails by deleting any edge of G. We show that |V | can be bounded by a (linear) function of k and |T | if each vertex in V − T has odd degree. We prove similar bounds in the case when G is simple and k 6 3. These results are applied to prove structural properties of optimal solutions of the shortest k-edge-connected Steiner network problem. We also prove lower bounds on the corresponding Steiner ratio. ?
Introduction
A graph G = (V; E) is (k; T )-edge-connected for some T ⊆ V if there exist k-edgedisjoint paths in G between each pair of vertices of T . We call G minimally (k; T )-edgeconnected if G is (k; T )-edge-connected but G − e is no longer (k; T )-edge-connected for any e ∈ E. (Detailed deÿnitions will be given in Section 2.) We shall prove upper bounds on the number of vertices (and edges) of minimally (k; T )-edge-connected graphs, in terms of k and |T |. It is easy to see that by subdividing an edge uv of a minimally (k; T )-edge-connected graph G (that is, replacing the edge by a path from u to v), without changing T , results in another minimally (k; T )-edge-connected graph G . This shows that the required upper bounds do not exist in general. So, it is natural to assume that every vertex of V − T has degree at least three. The following example shows that even with this assumption such bounds do not necessarily exist for k ¿ 2. Let P k n be obtained from a path P n on n vertices by replacing every edge by k parallel edges. Let T consist of the two end-vertices of P k n . This graph is minimally (k; T )-edge-connected and its size, n, can be arbitrary. It is easy to ÿnd similar examples without parallel edges for every k ¿ 3. Still, we can prove some positive results. We call a (k; T )-edge-connected graph G odd if the degree of every vertex in V − T is odd. In Section 3 we shall prove that for odd minimally (k; T )-edge-connected graphs the required upper bounds exist. We shall prove similar bounds in the case when G is simple and k 6 3.
We note that for the size of a minimally (k; T )-vertex-connected graph (deÿned analogously), in which every vertex of V − T has degree at least three, an upper bound of 2 k+3 k 2k+2 |T | 2 was proved by Mader [8] . Our motivation for investigating odd minimally (k; T )-edge-connected graphs came from the so-called Shortest k-edge-connected Steiner network problem (or Steiner problem, for short). In this problem, we are given a graph G =(V; E) with a designated set T ⊆ V of terminals, a non-negative length function l : E → R + , and an integer k ¿ 1. There may be two di erent objectives: in the local version the goal is to ÿnd a (k; T )-edge-connected subgraph of G with minimum total length. In the global version the goal is to ÿnd a k-edge-connected subgraph of G which contains all vertices of T and has minimum total length. In both cases the graph G is assumed to be simple but the solution is allowed to contain parallel copies of the edges of G. In the metric version of these problems the length function satisÿes the triangle inequality (and the input graph G is complete). These problems are NP-hard, even if T =V , k =2, and l is metric. There is a similar variant of the (metric version of the) above problems, where the input is a ÿnite set T of terminal points in some metric space (for instance, in the Eucledian plane) and an integer k ¿ 1. The length of the 'edge' between a pair of points is determined by their distance in the space. The solution is a graph on a ÿnite set of points of the space (parallel edges are allowed), satisfying the same requirements as in the graph version. We call this the metric space version of the (local or global) Steiner problem.
It can be seen (see [1, 4] ) that in the metric (or metric space) version of the local Steiner problem there exists an optimal solution which is an odd minimally (k; T )-edge-connected graph. Thus, the results of Section 3 imply that there is an optimal solution whose size can be bounded by a function of k and |T |. Section 4 contains this result as well as related results on the Steiner problem.
A related problem is to determine the Steiner ratio of the metric (local or global version of the) Steiner problem. Given an instance G = (V; E); T ⊆ V; l : E → R + of the metric Steiner problem for some k ¿ 1, let O l and O g denote the total length of an optimal solution for the local (resp. global) problem and let O s denote the total length of a minimum length k-edge-connected spanning subgraph (parallel edges are allowed) of the subgraph of G induced by T . The number w k =O l =O s (w k =O g =O s ) is the Steiner ratio of the instance in the local (global, respectively) problem. Clearly, the Steiner ratio is never greater than one. The best-possible lower bound, for a given value k, is the Steiner ratio of the problem. If k = 1 (in fact, for every k 6 3) then w k = w k . It had been a well-known problem to ÿnd the Steiner ratio for (several variants of) the case when k = 1, see e.g. [2] . For k = 2 Monma et al. [9] proved that w k ¿ 3=4 and that this lower bound is sharp.
Recent papers by Du et al. [1] and by Hsu et al. [4] investigate the Steiner ratio of the local (global, respectively) metric space version of the problem, in the case when k ¿ 2. Du et al. [1, Theorem 1] claims that w k ¿ 3=4 for k ¿ 2. Hsu et al. [4, Theorem 2] claims that w k ¿ 1 − 1=(k + 2) for even k ¿ 2 and w k ¿ 1 − 1=(k + 1) for odd k ¿ 3. The proofs of these claims given in these papers are not correct. We shall point out the error and provide new proofs in Section 4.1. We shall also discuss the Steiner ratio of two similar problems.
Deÿnitions and preliminary results
Graphs in this paper are ÿnite, undirected, and may contain parallel edges but not loops. A graph without parallel edges is simple. In a graph H = (V; E) we use H (X ) to denote the set of edges leaving a subset X ⊆ V . 
(1)
Let G = (V; E) be a graph. For two distinct vertices u; v ∈ V , the local edgeconnectivity between u and v in G is deÿned as (u; v) := min{d(X ) : X ⊂ V; |X ∩ {u; v}| = 1}. By Menger's theorem, (u; v) equals the maximum number of pairwise edge-disjoint paths between u and v. Suppose that a designated set T ⊆ V of vertices (called terminals) is given in G (with |T | ¿ 2). Vertices in V − T are called inner vertices. A set X ⊂ V is called essential if X ∩ T and T − X are both non-empty. Let k be a positive integer. We say that G is (k; T )-edge-connected if (x; y) ¿ k holds for every pair x; y ∈ T of terminals. It follows from the above deÿnitions that G is (k; T )-edge-connected if and only if
The graph G is k-edge-connected if it is (k; V )-edge-connected. We call G minimally (k; T )-edge-connected if G is (k; T )-edge-connected but G − e is no longer (k; T )-edge-connected for any e ∈ E. A set X ⊂ V is critical if d(X ) = k holds. It follows from (3) that if G is minimally (k; T )-edge-connected then for every edge e ∈ E there exists a critical essential set X with e ∈ (X ). In what follows we shall assume that there are no isolated (inner) vertices in a minimally (k; T )-edge-connected graph G (and hence G is connected).
A family L of pairwise distinct, non-empty subsets of a groundset M is called
that is, X cannot be obtained as the union of some other members in the family. L is strongly laminar if each member of L is strong. It is well-known (see [6, 13.19] ) that if L is laminar then |L| 6 2|M | − 1. It is also easy to see that a strongly laminar family L on M satisÿes |L | 6 |M |.
Minimally (k; T)-edge-connected graphs
Let G = (V; E), T ⊆ V and k ¿ 1 be given and suppose that G is minimally (k; T )-edge-connected. Let us ÿx a root vertex t ∈ T arbitrarily and call a set X ⊂ V proper if t ∈ X . Since every edge e ∈ E leaves a critical essential set, and since d(X ) = d(V − X ) for any X ⊂ V , we obtain that every edge e leaves a proper critical essential set. Thus, there exists a family F of proper critical essential sets in G such that for every edge e ∈ E there is a set X ∈ F with e ∈ (X ). Such a family is called a witness family of G (with respect to T ). Note that the groundset of F is V − {t}.
Lemma 2.
There exists a strongly laminar witness family of G with respect to T .
Proof. Let F be a witness family for which X ∈F |X | is minimal and subject to this X ∈F |X | 2 is maximal. We claim that F is strongly laminar. To see this ÿrst we prove that F is laminar. For a contradiction suppose that X; Y ∈ F are properly intersecting, that is, X − Y; Y − X and X ∩ Y are all non-empty.
If (X − Y ) ∩ T and (Y − X ) ∩ T are both non-empty, then X − Y and Y − X are both essential (and proper) and hence by (2) and (3) (1) and (3) we can deduce that X ∩ Y and X ∪ Y are both essential and critical, and d(X − Y; Y − X ) = 0. Thus replacing X and Y by X ∩ Y and X ∪ Y in F leads to another witness family F , for which
This proves that F is laminar. If F has a member X which is not strong, then F − X is also a witness family. Therefore the choice of F implies that it is strongly laminar, as required.
Note that if T = V then either one of the two 'uncrossing operations' in the above proof su ces. Lemma 2 gives rise to a new short proof of a well-known property of minimally k-edge-connected graphs.
Proof. By choosing T = V and a root t ∈ V , Lemma 2 implies that there exists a strongly laminar witness family F of G on groundset V − {t}. Since every edge of G leaves at least one set of F, and F is strongly laminar, we have |E| 6 k|F| 6 k(|V | − 1).
The bound in Corollary 3 is best possible. In fact, it can be seen from the above proof that the upper bound is attained if and only if G is obtained from a tree by replacing every edge by k parallel edges.
Lemma 4. Let F be a strongly laminar witness family of G with respect to T . Then every minimal member of F is a single vertex of T .
Proof. Let X ∈ F be an inclusionwise minimal member of F and suppose that |X | ¿ 2. Since F is a witness family, no edge of G lies entirely in X . Moreover, there exists a terminal vertex v ∈ X , and G is connected.
Since we can ÿx the root vertex t in at least two di erent ways, and each set in a witness family is critical, Lemma 4 implies that there exist at least two terminals u; v with d(u) = d(v) = k. This is a well-known and easy to prove property for T = V and it is a special case of a result of Mader [8, Satz 4] . Now, we turn to the main question of this section: how to bound the size of a minimally (k; T )-edge-connected graph G =(V; E)? By Lemma 2 there exists a strongly laminar witness family F of G with respect to T . Let H := {X ∩ T : X ∈ F} be the trace of F on T . The groundset of H is T − {t}, where t is the ÿxed root. The trace of F may contain several copies of the same set. The support of H, denoted by supp(H), consists of (one copy of) those subsets of T which belong to H. Since F is laminar, it follows that supp(H) is also laminar. It will be useful to introduce the following concept. An increasing sequence X 1 ⊂ X 2 ⊂ · · · ⊂ X q of sets of F is called a T-chain if X i ∩ T = X j ∩ T for every 1 6 i; j 6 q. Here q is said to be the length of the T -chain. A T -chain is maximal if it is not a proper subchain of any other T -chain. It is easy to see that the maximum multiplicity of the members of H is equal to the maximum length of the T -chains in F.
Lemma 5. Suppose that each inner vertex of G has degree at least three and there is no T -chain in F with length more than q. Then |E| 6 2kq|T | − 3kq and |V | 6 |T | + (4q − 1)k|T |=3 − 2kq.
Proof. Since there is no T -chain of length more than q, and since supp(H) is a laminar family on T − {t}, we have |F| = |H| 6 q|supp(H)| 6 q(2|T | − 3). Since F is a witness family, this yields |E| 6 k|F| 6 kq(2|T | − 3).
Let S = V − T . Since each inner vertex has degree at least three and each terminal vertex has degree at least k, we can count as follows:
We shall show that in some cases the length of the T -chains can be bounded or the structure of long T -chains can be described. The ÿrst case we consider is when G is 'odd': a (k; T )-edge-connected graph G is said to be odd if the degree of each of its inner vertices is odd.
Theorem 6. Let G =(V; E) be an odd minimally (k; T )-edge-connected graph for some T ⊆ V . Then |E| 6 2k|T | − 3k and |V | 6 (k + 1)|T | − 2k.
Proof. Since G is minimal and odd, each inner vertex has degree at least three. We shall show that if F is a strongly laminar witness family of G then F contains no T -chain of length two. Then the theorem will follow from Lemma 5.
For a contradiction suppose that X ∩ T = Y ∩ T holds for a pair X; Y ∈ F. Since F is laminar, we may assume, without loss of generality, that X ⊂ Y and that Y is the minimal member of F for which The bounds in Theorem 6 are best possible in the following sense. For an integer s ¿ 3 an s-tree is a tree with s leaves, in which each non-leaf vertex has degree three. An s-tree has s−2 non-leaf vertices. The ÿrst bound is attained, for example, when k is odd, and G consists of k (edge-disjoint) copies of a |T |-tree. If the terminals correspond to the leaves, we have a minimally (k; T )-edge-connected graph with |E| = 2k|T | − 3k. To see that the second bound is tight, take k vertex-disjoint copies of a |T |-tree and then identify every set of k vertices from the k copies corresponding to the same leaf. Let T consist of the vertices corresponding to the leaves. This graph is minimally (k; T )-edge-connected and has (k + 1)|T | − 2k vertices.
Following the proof of Theorem 6 it is easy to verify the following properties of maximal T -chains in an arbitrary minimally (k; T )-edge-connected graph (where d(v) ¿ 3 for every inner vertex v ∈ V − T ).
As we remarked, for any ÿxed k ¿ 2 and |T | there exist minimally (k; T )-edgeconnected graphs of arbitrary size (such that every inner vertex has degree at least three), and this remains valid for simple graphs as well if k ¿ 3. In the rest of this section, we show that this is not the case for minimally (2; T )-edge-connected simple graphs. We also show that if |T | is ÿxed then every minimally (3; T )-edge-connected simple graph can be obtained from a ÿnite family of graphs by 'attaching' vertexdisjoint copies of 'double paths'. A double path P 2 z is obtained from a path P z on z vertices, by adding all the edges xy for which the edges xu; uy are both present in P z for some u.
Theorem 8. Let G = (V; E) be a minimally (2; T )-edge-connected simple graph for some T ⊆ V , and suppose that every inner vertex has degree at least three. Then |E| 6 8|T | − 12 and |V | 6 17|T |=3 − 8.
Proof. By Lemma 5 it is enough to prove that F has no T -chain of length three, where F is a strongly laminar witness family of G. Suppose that X 1 ⊂ X 2 ⊂ · · · ⊂ X q is a maximal T -chain of length q ¿ 3. By Lemma 7(e),(f) we have X 2 − X 1 = {u} and
Since G is simple, it contains at most one copy of the edge uv. We also have d(X i ) = 2 for 1 6 i 6 3. It is easy to see that under these assumptions Lemma 7(d) fails for u or v. This contradiction proves that there is no T -chain of length three in F.
Theorem 9. Every minimally (3; T )-edge-connected simple graph G = (V; E) (in which every inner vertex has degree at least three) has a set of vertices W ⊆ V such that T ⊆ W , |W | 6 24|T |, and G − W is the union of vertex-disjoint double paths.
Proof. Let F be a strongly laminar witness family of G and suppose that F has a maximal T -chain X 1 ⊂ X 2 ⊂ X 3 ⊂ · · · ⊂ X q of length q ¿ 4. By Lemma 7(e),(f) X i+1 −X i ={v i+1 }, 1 6 i 6 q−1, and d(v i+1 ) is either four or six for every 1 6 i 6 q−1.
If d(v i+1 ) = 6 for some 1 6 i 6 q − 2 then by Lemma 7(d) we have d(v i+1 ; X i ) = 3 and d(v i+2 ; X i+1 ) ¿ 2. Since G is simple and |X i+1 − X i | = 1, this gives d(X i ) ¿ 4, contradicting the fact that X i is critical. Hence d(v i+1 ) = 4 for 1 6 i 6 q − 2. A similar argument shows that v i+1 v i+2 ∈ E for 1 6 i 6 q − 2. Furthermore, by considering the vertices v 2 ; v 3 ; : : : ; v q in this order, and using Lemma 7, it can be shown that the subgraph induced by the set Y := {v 2 ; v 3 ; : : : ; v q } is a double path. There is a natural operation which can reduce the length of a double path u 1 ; : : : ; u r of length r ¿ 6 to a double path of length 5: add a new edge u 2 ; u r−1 and then contract the vertices {u 3 ; u 4 ; : : : ; u r−2 } to one vertex (and delete the resulting loops and parallel copies of edges). It is easy to check that this operation, if executed on a double path in V − T corresponding to a maximal T -chain of F, leads to a minimally (3; T )-edge-connected simple graph G . A strongly laminar witness family of G can also be obtained from F in a natural way.
By repeatedly applying this operation to double paths of length at least 6, corresponding to maximal T -chains of length more than 6, we obtain a minimally (3; T )-edgeconnected graph H = (W; F) and a strongly laminar witness family F of H for which there is no T -chain of length more than six. Thus by Lemma 5 it follows that |W | 6 24|T |. Since distinct maximal T -chains of length at least four correspond to vertex-disjoint double paths in V − T , deleting W from G results in a collection of vertex-disjoint double paths, as required.
Shortest k-edge-connected Steiner networks
In this section, ÿrst we show, with the help of our results on minimally (k; T )-edgeconnected graphs, that there exists an optimal solution of the metric local Steiner problem whose size can be bounded by a function of k and |T |. In the second part, we prove bounds on the Steiner ratio.
The following operation is useful in several connectivity problems. Let su; sv be two edges of a graph. By splitting o (sometimes called lifting) the pair su; sv we mean the operation of deleting the edges su; sv and adding a new (copy of the) edge uv. The next result is due to Mader [7] .
Theorem 10 (Mader [7] ). Let G =(V +s; E) be a graph with d(s) = 3 such that there is no cut-edge incident to s. Then there is a pair su; sv of edges for which we have G (x; y) = G (x; y) for every pair x; y ∈ V , where G denotes the graph obtained from G by splitting o the pair su; sv.
If the length function l on the edges of a graph is metric, then splitting o a pair of edges cannot increase the total length. This fact and Theorem 10 implies the following lemma.
Lemma 11 (Du et al. [1] Hsu et al. [4] ). Let G = (V; E); T; l; k be an instance of the metric local (resp. global) Steiner problem with k ¿ 2. Then there exists an optimal solution H = (W; F) where each vertex in W − T has degree 3 (resp. degree k + 1 if k is even and degree k if k is odd) in H .
Since, in the local problem, every optimal solution is minimally (k; T )-edgeconnected, and there exists an odd optimal solution by Lemma 11, Theorem 6 implies that the size of an optimal solution can also be bounded.
Theorem 12. Given an instance G = (V; E), T , l, k ¿ 2 of the metric local Steiner problem, there exists an optimal solution H = (W; E) with |W | 6 (k + 1)|T | − 2k.
Note that Lemma 11 and Theorem 12 hold for the metric space version of the local Steiner problem as well. Also, Theorem 12 implies that the (graph version of the) metric local Steiner problem is solvable in polynomial time if k and |T | are ÿxed. For k = 1 it has been well-known that the problem is solvable in polynomial time by the Dreyfus-Wagner algorithm for |T | ÿxed. (In this special case the local and global problems coincide and one can always assume that the length function is metric.)
Corollary 13. The local version of the Shortest k-edge-connected Steiner network problem with a metric length function is solvable in polynomial time if k and |T | are ÿxed integers.
The Steiner ratio problem for k ¿ 2
Recall the deÿnition of the Steiner ratio of a given instance of the Steiner problem (deÿned in Section 1): the total length of an optimal Steiner solution is divided by the total length of a shortest k-edge-connected spanning subgraph on vertex-set T . To prove lower bounds on the Steiner ratio for k ¿ 2, Du et al. [1] and Hsu et al. [4] present an algorithm which transforms a given optimal solution H = (W; F) of the metric local (resp. global) Steiner problem, satisfying the degree bounds of Lemma 11, into a k-edge-connected graph on vertex-set T . (The authors in [1, 4] consider the metric space version. It is easy to see that there is no di erence between the graph version and the metric space version in the following arguments, hence we use the terminology of the graph version.) The sketch of this algorithm is as follows. The algorithm iteratively eliminates non-terminal vertices s by splitting o all the edges incident to s in pairs, preserving the required connectivity, using Theorem 10. In order to do this, it is sometimes necessary to add a new edge (and hence increase the total length of the current graph) to make the degree of s even. In this case the new edge added is chosen to be a new copy of the shortest edge incident to s in the current graph. If the new edge is incident to another non-terminal vertex s then, after eliminating s, vertex s is also eliminated by splitting o edges. When the new edge is added, d(s) = 3 holds in the local version (and d(s) = k + 1 or d(s) = k holds in the global version). Thus, the total length will be increased by at most 1/3 (resp. 1=(k + 1) or 1=k) times the total length of the edges incident to s. Moreover, splitting o a pair of edges cannot increase the total length in the metric version. The conclusion of the authors is that the total length of the resulting k-edge-connected spanning subgraph on vertex-set T , obtained by eliminating all non-terminal vertices, can be bounded by In what follows, we prove the above-mentioned lower bounds for w k and w k . Our proof relies on a lemma, which follows from the proof of a result of Jackson [5, Theorem 4.2] . For completeness we prove this lemma. Given a graph G = (V; E) and a set I ⊆ E of edges, let d I (v) denote the number of edges of I incident to v. An odd join of G is a set of edges J ⊆ E for which d J (v) is odd if and only if d E (v) is odd.
Lemma 14 (Jackson [5] ). Let G = (V; E) be a k-edge-connected graph, where k ¿ 2 is even, and let w : E → R + be a non-negative weight function on the edges. Then G has an odd join J with w(J )=w(E) 6 1=(k + 1).
Proof. The proof is by induction on |E|. Suppose that G has a vertex s with d(s) ¿ k + 2. Since k ¿ 2, we may apply Theorem 10 and split o two edges su; sv in such a way that the resulting graph H = (V; E ) is k-edge-connected. Let w (uv) = w(su) + w(sv) be the weight of the split edge in H and let w (xy) = w(xy) otherwise. By the inductive hypothesis H has an odd join J with w (J )=w (E) 6 1=(k + 1). Since w (E ) = w(E) and since an odd join of H gives rise to an odd join of G of the same weight, the theorem follows. Next suppose that G has a vertex s of degree k. Since k is even, we can split o all the edges incident to s in pairs (and then delete s) such that the resulting graph H is k-edge-connected. As above, this implies the theorem by induction.
So, we may assume that G is (k + 1)-regular. It follows from a result of Edmonds [3] that G has a non-empty set S of perfect matchings such that each edge of G belongs to the same number of perfect matchings in S. Thus, for a minimum weight perfect matching M in S we have w(M ) 6 w(E)=(k + 1). Hence M is the required odd join.
We are ready to verify the lower bounds on the Steiner ratio. Our approach is similar to that of [1, 4] , except that the set of new edges which makes the degree of each non-terminal vertex s even (and hence makes s 'splittable') in a given optimal solution for the Steiner problem is added in one step rather than iteratively.
Theorem 15. Let G = (V; E), T ⊆ V , l : E → R + , and k ¿ 2 be an instance of the metric Steiner problem. Then
Proof. We prove (i) and (ii) simultaneously since the proofs are similar. We refer to the problem of (i) and (ii) as the local and the global problem, respectively. Let H = (W; F) (T ⊆ W ⊆ V; F ⊆ E) be a minimum length solution for the Steiner problem. By Lemma 11 we can assume that each vertex in W − T has degree 3 in the local problem, and has degree k + 1 or k in the global problem, depending on the parity of k. It is easy to see, using the fact that l is metric, that in the local problem we can assume that for every set X ⊂ W with T ⊆ X we have d H (X ) ¿ 3.
Let H =(W ; F ) be the graph obtained from H by contracting the set T of terminals to a single vertex t. (And let the length of an edge of H be equal to the length of the corresponding edge in H .) By our assumptions H is 3-edge-connected in the local problem and is k-edge-connected in the global problem. Also, each vertex v = t has odd degree in H . By applying Theorem 14 to H we obtain that there is an odd join J with l(J ) 6
if k is odd) in the local problem (global problem, respectively).
Since l(F ) 6 l(F), adding the set J of edges to H results in a graphĤ where each vertex inĤ − T has even degree and whose total length is at most 4 3 l(F) (at most [(k + 2)=(k + 1)]l(F) or [(k + 1)=k]l(F)) in the local problem (global problem, respectively). By Theorem 10 we can iteratively eliminate the vertices inĤ − T by splitting o pairs of edges so that the resulting graph H * is a k-edge-connected spanning subgraph on T . Since l is metric, we have l(H * ) 6 l(Ĥ ). This proves the theorem.
Consider the following version of the Steiner problem that we call the shortest k-edge-connected Steiner augmentation problem (or Steiner augmentation problem, for short). The input is a graph G = (V; E), T ⊆ V , l : E → R + and k ¿ 1, as well as a subgraph G = (T; E ) of G on the set of terminals (possibly with some parallel edges). The goal is to ÿnd a subgraph H = (W; F) of G of minimum total length (parallel edges are allowed) for which T ⊆ W and either (i) the graph H = (W; E + F) is (k; T )-edge-connected (in the local version), or (ii) the graph H = (W; E + F) is k-edge-connected (in the global version). The deÿnition of the Steiner ratio of the Steiner augmentation problem is analogous to that of the Steiner problem: the optimum value of the local or global problem is divided by the total length of a minimum length set E of edges for which G = (T; E + E ) is k-edge-connected. It can be seen that the proof of Theorem 15 works in the metric Steiner augmentation problem, too, and hence the obtained lower bounds on the Steiner ratio are valid for the Steiner augmentation problem as well. In the Steiner augmentation problem these bounds are best possible as it is shown by the following example. Let k ¿ 3 be odd and let G = (V; E) be the complete graph on k + 2 vertices. Let us ÿx a complete bipartite subgraph M = K k; 2 of G and deÿne T = V − {s} for some s ∈ V with d M (s) = k, and let G =(T; E ) be the graph obtained from M −s by replacing every edge by k −1 parallel copies. Let the length l(uv) of an edge uv ∈ E be equal to one, if s ∈ {u; v}, and let l(u; v) = 2 otherwise. The optimal solution of the global Steiner augmentation problem consists of k edges incident to s, each of length one. The optimal k-edge-connected augmentation E of G on vertex-set T consists of (k + 1)=2 edges of length two each. Thus w k = 1 − 1=(k + 1). The examples for even k and for the local version are similar. Thus the proof of Theorem 15 and the previous examples show that the Steiner ratio of the metric local (global) Steiner augmentation problem equals 3/4 (1 − 1=(k + 2) for even k and 1 − 1=(k + 1) for odd k, respectively).
In each of the metric global Steiner problems considered so far the lower bounds on the Steiner ratio tend to one as k increases. Now, we show that the similarly deÿned Steiner ratio of the metric global Shortest k-vertex-connected Steiner augmentation problem can be arbitrarily close to zero. To see this let G = (V; E) be the complete graph on 2k vertices and let T =V −{s} for some s ∈ V . Let G =(T; E ) be a subgraph of G on vertex-set T obtained from the disjoint union of two complete subgraphs A; B, on k − 1 vertices each, by adding k − 1 independent edges between A and B, and adding an additional vertex r that is connected to each vertex of B. Let the length l(u; v) of an edge uv ∈ E be equal to some small ¿ 0 if {u; v} ⊂ A + s, and let l(u; v) = 1 otherwise. This length function is metric. An optimal Steiner augmentation of G consists of k edges, connecting s to each vertex in A+r, of total length (k−1) +1. An optimal augmentation on vertex-set T consists of k − 1 edges of length one each. Thus w k = 1=(k − 1) + .
